50 Years of Saving Lives

September 1, 2015 will be our 50th Birthday. What a journey this has been! We will be celebrating this incredible milestone on Saturday, September 19. (See details on page 2). We hope you will visit our vibrant campus and join our festivities!

From the University neighborhood home of Colonel Edmund and Thelma Evans, Animal Humane New Mexico has developed into a major community asset operating out of 10 buildings on our newly renovated 4-acre campus. Our annual budget has increased from $125 in 1965 to $5.6 million today.

All of the programs that Ed and Thelma envisioned 50 years ago continue to this day—plus many more. Over time, we have evolved from an entirely volunteer-run organization to that of 90 staff and 503 volunteers supporting 20 programs. As we have grown, our facilities have grown too.

Our beautiful brick Heritage Building was bought in 1969 for $26,500. Over its lifetime, it has housed our Administrative Team, Lost & Found, Thrift Shop and Cattery. It is about to undergo yet another transformation into an annex for our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic, so that we may provide additional treatment areas.

Our first kennels were built directly behind our Heritage Building in the early 70s after a painstaking fundraising campaign. By the time the building was bulldozed in 2013, it had served as an Adoption Kennel, a Holding Kennel, Cattery, Cat Isolation and Animal Intake.

In 1977, the George C. Whittell Veterinary Clinic was added to our campus to treat and serve our shelter pets. In 2007, our Clinic was renovated in order to add facilities to treat pets belonging to low-income pet owners who could not otherwise afford medical care. Over the last year, our incredible Clinic Team provided nearly 5,000 appointments to help grateful owners care for their beloved pets.

Our Adoptions/Intake Building was built to the north of the Heritage Building in 1982, serving in that role until 2014 when it was renovated as part of Project Humane and became our new La Casa de Los Gatos.

A large new kennel was constructed on the west side of our campus in 1994. There were 56 chain link dog runs, plus 8 temporary holding pens for treatment. State-of-the-art at the time, the building has since undergone several renovations including replacing the chain link in 2007 with solid divider walls to reduce the spread of disease, and more recently, a complete gut and renovation in 2013–2014 as part of Project Humane.

Executive Director Joel Warner was responsible for buying the property and building to the north of our existing land in 2000, in order to accommodate our growing Thrift Shop operations, which continued until we relocated our retail operations to 4646 Menaul Blvd. NE in October 2012. We demolished this building to make way for Project Humane and our new Adoption Center, affectionately named Big Blue.

In 2008, we purchased and renovated a triple-wide trailer to house our growing staff and training classes. The Mary Claire Bachechi Learning Center has been a godsend and was recently renovated into offices for Finance, Human Resources and our volunteers. We also added a break room for staff and volunteers to have a place to mingle while they are having a meal or unwinding between shifts.

continued on page 2
After a field trip to Best Friends Animal Society in 2009, we built our Robbie Jones Memorial Cat House featuring communal, indoor/outdoor housing for our cats. It represented the new standard for humane housing and ultimately became the inspiration for us to move ahead with Project Humane in order to improve the housing and treatment for every pet on our campus.

Similarly, a trip to San Diego Humane Society inspired us to build our Dog Agility Park in 2010. This space has proven to be a multi-purpose gem enabling doggie play groups, meet-and-greets, Camp Humane, Train Humane classes for the public, as well as introductory Agility classes. It is also a favorite location for our volunteer photographers and staff to create engaging videos of our canine residents.

In 2011, we realized that in order to save more lives, we needed to upgrade and build better facilities. Following a feasibility study, we launched Project Humane. Our footprint expanded to 4 acres and 10 buildings as well as our gorgeous campus centerpiece, Harbor Lights Park. Our open, welcoming facility has changed people’s perception that shelters are sad places to be avoided. We now host weddings, baby showers and birthday parties, while finding homes for thousands of happier pets.

At every step along this journey, our Board of Directors, staff, volunteers and amazing donors have been there to help make our dreams a reality. We believe the Evans would be proud of today’s Animal Humane... as their vision and your support made it all possible.

Peggy Weigle, Executive Director

Since 1965, your support has made it possible to save tens of thousands of lives... and we want to revel in that tremendous achievement with you! You’re invited to celebrate five decades of success with us, and to see first-hand the difference you make for homeless dogs and cats.

- Mini Music Festival, featuring local bands Lenin & McCarthy, a Beatles Cover Band; Eileen & the In-Betweens, an indie-folk band; Electric Juice Box, a brass cover band; and Youngsville, a pop/acoustic rock trio.
- Honor your pets or experiences at Animal Humane with photos or notes placed in our Time Capsule
- Take a Behind the Scenes tour of our vibrant Main Campus
- Browse our Shopping Arcade, featuring local arts & crafts vendors and our own Thrift Shop boutique—plan to do some holiday shopping!
- Take advantage of our discounted early registration for Doggie Dash & Dawdle
- Sample delicious selections from visiting food trucks
- Find your new best friend with our $50-or-less pet adoption special!
Garcia Subaru: Doggie Dash & Dawdle’s long-standing sponsor

This fall marks the 7th Anniversary of our partnership with the Garcia Subaru North Team, our long-standing sponsor of Doggie Dash & Dawdle. The local dealership’s dedication to our mission has been strong from the beginning.

Garcia Subaru North has provided six consecutive Leader of the Pack sponsorships of Doggie Dash & Dawdle, supported our first Internet Cat Video Festival as the Cat’s Meow Title Sponsor, given substantially through their annual holiday Share the Love sales campaign, and supported other special events through in-kind donations. These generous contributions have helped us provide vital medical and behavioral services to homeless pets in our care and aid us in finding even more loving homes for pets in need.

“Animals are our passion! Being a Subaru dealer not only allows us to support our passion but also partner with like-hearted individuals in the community,” shares General Manager, Ryan Newhall. “As such, we could not be more proud of our association with Animal Humane. Sharing the same beliefs and helping find forever homes for our city’s pets means everything to us.”

Since their first sponsorship in 2009, Garcia Subaru North has contributed over $100,000 to pets in our care, but their support extends far beyond monetary gifts—they are a part of the Animal Humane family. The Garcia Subaru North Team actively advocate for our organization in their own advertising, share their commitment to our cause with their clients, host adoption events and even adopt homeless dogs and cats from our shelter themselves. This group of dedicated professionals is an inspiration. We are proud to team up with Garcia Subaru North year after year, and are grateful for their support of New Mexico’s homeless pets.

Register Online at DoggieDashAndDawdle.org

Albuquerque’s premier pet lover’s event is almost here! Join Animal Humane New Mexico for the 33rd Annual Doggie Dash and Dawdle held on Sunday, November 1, 2015 from 8 am - 2 pm at Balloon Fiesta Park.

This year’s event will include:
- 5K Dash & our popular Dawdle fun walk/run
- Rent-A-Dog (if you don’t have a dog of your own, rent a shelter dog!)
- Doggie Carnival Games
- Canine Agility Park
- Barketplace Vendors & Food Trucks
- Contests

New This Year!
- Simpler registration & new, improved fundraising tools at DoggieDashandDawdle.org
- Live Entertainment featuring Flying Houndz Frizbee Trick & Dog Show
- Nosing Around Photo Scavenger Hunt

Proceeds from Doggie Dash & Dawdle benefit the homeless pets in Animal Humane’s loving care and our community programs. And it’s not just about dogs… event proceeds support our cats and cat programs too!

This year, Subaru is inviting pet lovers to share how they #MakeADogsDay. At Doggie Dash & Dawdle, you can celebrate your best friend and give your pet his or her best day ever, thanks to the unwavering, ongoing support of Garcia Subaru North.
Angeline Andres, 9 years and counting

Clients come to our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic from all over New Mexico, not just Albuquerque. We have folks driving in from Torrance and Valencia counties all the time, because they know we will provide excellent care for their pets. We truly live up to the “Humane” in our name.

Since I began working here in 2006, I’ve seen a lot of change and growth. When a necessary change arises, Animal Humane finds a way to make it happen. We are preparing for our second Clinic renovation since I began working here. It will expand and improve the space in which we complete complex surgeries and meet with our clients. We’ve developed into the Clinic our clients need, one with access to specialized surgeries and treatment.

I really enjoy working for our Chief Veterinary Officer, Dr. Hamel. Her voice is calming for pets and their owners, and she’s incredibly smart. The knowledge and compassion she shows for our shelter pets and Clinic clients makes a big difference to their health and well-being.

I’ve worked in other fields before, but I hope to keep working at Animal Humane’s Veterinary Clinic until the very end. We are characterized by compassion, commitment and loyalty, and the satisfaction of what we do is what keeps me here. I can’t imagine working anywhere else!

Pat Murphy, 18 years of volunteering

I was first introduced to Animal Humane in 1976. I came in to adopt a puppy, Seesaw, who lived to be 16 years old! Two years after her passing, I returned to adopt again. While I was there, I saw that Animal Humane needed volunteers, so I signed up.

I began taking Lost & Found calls. At the time, pairing found pets with ‘lost phone calls’ was done by hand with colored sheets of paper, like a matching game. A favorite memory was when I matched a Golden Retriever with his owner. The dog was found by the banks of the Rio Grande, but when the owner called with similar details of a missing young Golden Retriever from the Northeast Heights, I had a feeling they were the same dog. The owner came down to Animal Humane that same day and, sure enough, he was reunited with his pet. That felt wonderful!

Beginning in 1995, I volunteered for many years at an Animal Humane satellite adoption location at PetSmart, where I helped adopt pets. I now volunteer at their Main Campus with the cats, socializing them on Thursdays.

I would love to see the need for Animal Humane’s services go away one day. It is encouraging to see our admissions numbers going down each year, which allows us to take more pets in from other shelters throughout New Mexico; it means we’re doing our job. Volunteering at Animal Humane is a great way to make a difference. I’m proud to be a part of this incredible shelter celebrating 50 years of saving lives.

Pam & Tim Nichols, giving back

Our introduction to Animal Humane was in 1999, when we adopted our first dog, Pudge. He was a great dog!

Pam began volunteering in 2007, by handling dogs and cats for television appearances. This led to many roles over the years including dog walking, advocating for adoptable dogs, volunteering at mobile adoptions and outreach events, assisting with vaccination clinics and the important role of Doggie Dash & Dawdle Packet Pickup Chair.

In 2008, another Animal Humane dog found their way to our home: Cheyenne, an eight-year-old Newfoundland mix. Rhett, a Labrador Retriever mix, joined us in May 2012. Although Pudge, Cheyenne and Rhett have gone to doggie heaven, we currently share our home with three additional Animal Humane canine adoptees, Lacy, Oso and Hudson, as well as a feline named Bailey and bearded dragon, Jazilla.

In 2011, Tim joined the shelter’s Board of Directors and has served on the Finance Committee helping them manage their resources to ensure quality care for the pets they serve.

We are proud to support Animal Humane as well as to be a part of a great organization and interact with an excellent group of people. We have met many wonderful friends as well as so many great pets over the years.

We congratulate Animal Humane on their 50th anniversary! We hope they are around to protect pets in need for decades to come.
Prince Edward, a Manchester Terrier mix puppy, was surrendered to Animal Humane from an unexpected litter in May. Edward arrived with four litter mates and his mother, who all spent several weeks in Foster Care while the puppies grew strong and healthy. When they were old enough, each was sterilized and made available for adoption. Prince Edward was adopted a short 4 days afterward! In fact, all of Prince Edward’s siblings and his mother were adopted within 5 days.

On the day that Oakley, a two-year-old American Pit Bull mix, arrived at Animal Humane in February, his owners were in tears. They had received military relocation orders and could not bring Oakley with them due to breed restrictions in their required military-base housing. They shared how wonderful Oakley was, and sadly released him into our care. Oakley was already neutered and became available for adoption immediately. Because of his easygoing temperament, he participated in many playgroups with dogs of all sizes. After only 18 days in our care, Oakley found his forever home, where he plays with his owner’s grandchildren regularly and has many canine playdate partners.

Elephant, a brown tabby kitten, was born when his mother was en route to Animal Humane through a transfer from Rio Rancho Animal Control. Elephant spent the first eight weeks of his life in our Foster Care program until he was old enough to be neutered and become available for adoption. Elephant found his new home in only 3 days following his surgery!

In January 2015, Pip’s beloved owner passed away. The seven-year-old Domestic Shorthair cat had been adopted from Animal Humane in 2009, and had lived six of his seven years with his owner. Pip arrived back at Animal Humane in February, almost six years to the day of his adoption. He was friendly and mellow, a great match for our Cats Around Town program! Within a week and a half of his stay at the Albuquerque Cat Clinic, and a short 17 days after arriving at Animal Humane, Pip was adopted.
selecting our animal partners as our core cause through Planned Giving

You already know how special they are, or you wouldn’t be reading this. When you come home, you are greeted as if you served three consecutive tours overseas (the felines not so much). We are fortunate to have three large dogs and six aloof cats in our family. Eight are rescues, and one is a pedigreed, pampered prima donna (our Golden Retriever). There are a greater number of urns on the hearth, and we intend to take them with us when we go.

Why contribute to an animal rescue charity? While there are countless worthy causes that compete for our compassion, we have consciously selected our animal partners as our core cause. First, these domesticated guys are not helpless, but we have created an environment where they cannot run free. We owe it to each and every one of them to have a safe and loving home—and they will unflinchingly return the love 100 times over.

Why choose Animal Humane New Mexico? This is a no-brainer for us. Animal Humane can parlay even the smallest donation into their core mission, which multiplies the value of each dollar. They have the management skills, motivation, compassion and infrastructure that sets them apart from other well-intentioned animal rescue programs.

We will continue to contribute to Animal Humane routinely, both individually and through our firm, and have carved a place in our Will for a generous donation that will outlive us. Please consider doing the same.

Although we miss our departed (human) family and friends, there is not a single pet that we’ve had that lived as long as they should have. We look forward to spending more time with them in the hereafter (if there is one); and maybe they are even in charge? In the immortal words of Will Rogers “If there are no dogs in Heaven, then when I die I want to go where they went.”

Keith & Kelly
Gordon Environmental, Inc.

Larry Caudill, 17 years of giving

I have been an animal lover as long as I can remember. Going back to my younger days in Kentucky, I "rescued" many box turtles from the country roads around the family farm.

While my family always had dogs, I did not become a dog lover until I acquired my first German Shorthaired Pointer, Rocky, in 1973. Since then, I have always had at least one Shorthair, as well as other pets which I adopted off the streets. My conscience would not allow me to leave them in harm's way. My dogs, of which I presently have three, are my live-in family and no doubt spoiled but that is OK with me.

As a passionate animal advocate and a staunch environmentalist of 45 years, I make charitable contributions to many organizations representing both platforms. I have supported Animal Humane for 17 years, but six years ago I became a Monthly Donor when I adopted my female Shorthair, Dulce, from their shelter. I also make year-end donations and have bequeathed a portion of the sale of my home to them, upon my passing.

I firmly believe that dogs are better and more loyal friends than most people and more worthy of my support. I put my money where my mouth is, rather than just offering lip service to animal and wildlife issues. People can speak for themselves whereas animals cannot. Animals therefore need advocates, so I do what I can to "speak" for them.

Larry Caudill
Proud Humane Hero Monthly Donor
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In Honor of People
Allison Arms’ Birthday
Elizabeth Arms
Nancy Arnold’s Birthday
Dorothy Arnold
Robert Baxter Casting & Staff
Christina Gopal
Tommy Benicki’s Birthday
Sarah & Bob McMahon
Suzie Bertetto’s Birthday
Mary & Robert Johnson
Donna & Bob Bradley
Jana Bouchet
Janine Brunes & Renee Butler’s Wedding
Robin Conrado
Michael Badasch’s Birthday
ElizaArm
Marjorie Cooke
Kimberly Lippard
Lacey Danieli’s Birthday
James Miller
Laurel Duh & Orlando Medina’s Anniversary
Fran & Fernando Gonzales
Giovanni Duran’s Birthday
Horacio Dillon-Duran & John Duran
Doug Fleece
Liz A. Taylor
Cheryl Foote
Terrie & Doug Moore
Elizabeth Gubel Casting
Christina Gopal
Louise Gibson’s Birthday
Carol Glashausen
Gail & Alim’s Anniversary
Sue & Jeremy Gleeson
Allison Hansen
Gina & Maryann’s Wedding
Janelle Edmister
Sandra Wolfgang
Barbara Gregor’s Birthday
Kristen Gregor
The 2014 K-2 Mountaineers
Lia Asterhorn
Julie Kedzie
Peter Guarinos
Jani Kliatt
Gina & Matthew Waterman
Leanny & Matt Kucauskas’s Wedding
Stephanie Wall
Laura Kuechenmeister
Brooke Palmer
Taedang Liu
Cynthia Hatley
Mercedes Schaubel
Linda Snyder
Caitlin Locke
Nancy Armstrong
Diana Lute
Brian Wall
Ellyn McCloud
Matthew McClure & Family
Audrey & David Northrop
Steve Northrop
Audrey K. Northrup’s Birthday
Steve Northrop
Amy Palladino
Kathie Pickeral
Kathie Pickeral’s Birthday
Amy Palladino
Lebo Freed Pierce’s Birthday
Tess & Christian Month
Beth Pinkerton’s Birthday
Gena Love
George Potok
Michael Potok
Montilyt Richwine’s Birthday
Carol Jackson
Abia Sanchez’s Birthday
Maurie & Joseph Barros
Kristen & Roy Sanchez
Santa Fe Brewing Company & Wiz Racing Products
Greg Sereisky
Molly Schmidt-Nowmara
April Lenz
Kathy Schwendeman’s Birthday
Grae & Ken Floor
Carol Sheffer
Maria Grump
David Stoves
Jeff Kaplan
Anne E. Snider
Leigh Anne & Robert Snider
Eryna Triandellidis
Dr. Dimitrios & Anastasia Pappas
Ann Wolforb
Vanessa Lopez Viera & Aaron Viets
Bridget Wang’s Birthday
Susan & Rick Wolles
Rick Wolles’s Birthday
Courtney Faser
Danielle Young’s Birthday
Pat McIntire
Bob Zeller’s Birthday
Nancy Parker
In Memory of People
Shelia Allen
Melissa Eweer
Lois Amadore
Emile Rogers
Donald L. Anderson
ATSCMC Counselor 18
Constance Darr
Timothy Dupe
Rebecca Gonzales
Madhvi Mewar
Judith & John Maisa
New Mexico Federation of Labor
Nancy Noonam
Leslie Padlan
Camilla Serrano
Maxna Schwartz
Heather & Monroe Tate
Linda Wins
Miriam M. Anderson
Sorokin Epwives
Nancy Anderson Roberts
Carlo & Denny Feerser
Talula & George Hannew
Marion Isidoro
Christine Leamon
Peggy Page
Sue & Victor Zurcher
Jona Avery
Gina & Matt Helfin
Margie S. Bartow
Chris & Jack Jones
Friends of the Children’s Mercy
Hospital
Denise & Chris Cooper
Kean
Core
Ralph Hughes
Cheri & Bart Hunt
Susan & John Kelly
Margie F. Bruer
Fred Brown
Deborah “Debbie” Belo
Margaret & Bill Harron
Bill Blum
Leann Miller
Virginia Breed
Lois & Paul Charachsky
Eleanor “Elise” Bruni
Loris & Paul Morrow
Henry P. Butcher
Irene Butcher
Billy Charles Carroll
Judge Karen B. Molan
Lisa, Stephen & John Triandellidis
Jonathan R. Christansen
Sue & Robert Armstrong
Donna Cromer
Don Copenhagen
Alice “Alice” Daggett
Hassan Fuzil
Robert Dickerson
Pam Dickerhoff
Jim Dillon
Linda & Chuck Hale
The Domingue Family
Glenn Jean Williams
Rich Donley
Ron Mahbuh
Marion R. O’Drury
Deborah Lee Onauchuk
Ric H. Dunbar
Kim Emch
Emma Lou
Nancy Osteenbrich
Carlton M. O’Reilly
Zenaids & Michael Fevala
David B. Fein
Leslie Davidov
Alex Drizen
Julia Phillips
Dorothy Simpson
Lynn & Mark Teppao
Anita Vaney
Paula & Thomas Vanaken
Tyler E. Fitzpatrick
Dana E. Fisk
Sharon Foremen
Les Siddurth
George Francis
Brian Simon
US New Mexico Federal Credit Union
Alvin Garcia
Joy Garcia
Jennifer Garcia
Rio Grande Educational Collaborative of East San Jose
Thomas G. Garrett
Shirley Garrett
Elise-Keen Goldsmith
Zack Gilmore
Jack Goodberg
Moreen Siegel
Thelma & Monte Hole
Wilna Hall
Robert Hall
Nancy & Dave Aron
Fred Martin Hlomin
Gerald Baker
Andrews Pangco
Rose Marie Huntington
Betty & Charles Barney
Dr. Richard & Ruth Austin Castillo
Linda & Terrence Davis
Rogier Hastings
Owen & Fran Munchos
Kim Seteller
Elibom Phillip Hefner
Paul & Jan Healthcare
Leslie Stahelin
Sorokin Epwives
Sorokin Epwives
Ena & Dr. Peter Inboard
Kristine & Tom Adams
Helga E. Heters
Ronald Heters
Virginia Horning
Sharon & Dick Neuman
Ramona?Y? Jacques
Samantha Hoven
Susan Blovman
Mary Lou & Ron Greewody
Sorokin Epwives
Sara Jane Jedocha
Maryann Johnson
Marianne Connolly
Diane M. Johnson
Janet & Gary Coulom
Richard J. “Dick” Johnson
June Blanchard
Barbara & David David
Gardner Zemke
Julie Kilgore
Nancy Robbins
Corinne King
Marnie Hoy
Virginia Florence Knitick
Shirley Lindon
Lucy Kason
Staci & Mark Kason
Betty F. Larry
Hermon Larry, Jr.
Barbara Ann Lewis
Kenneth Chapman
Jo Anne Evans
Lori Fox
Pat Hart
Erin & Mike Leeslemane
Valena Livingston
Mary Rossell
Terry Waters
Archie Lewis, Jr.
Jim Lucas
Joan Marie (Meed) Lucas
Jeri Lounds
Lowell Lynde
Nancy & Dennis Kroza
William C. Marchando
Pat & Bob Tinley
Rhian Martin
Amy Palladino
Marlene Mathis
LCID Dr. Edward Mathis, U.S. (Ret.)
Katy McIntyre
Joan & Bill Ratliff
Cassandra Jessica Malvin
Rosie Green
Debra Humbles
Natalie and Red A. Union
Meghan Sickmesser
Cora Nunnally Miller
Pam & D. Miller
Lee Milton
Linda & Chuck Haro
Bert S. & Pat Miller
Nancy Murphy
Harry Murphy
Donald James Neal
Alameda and Eubank Investments LLC
Jeanne & Rich Bandco
Kathy Barniscoat
Julia Briggs & Bunny Silva
Kim Briggs
John Eaton
Carole Harrison
Nancy Lindas
Mary Medearis
Audrey Napoleon
Evelyn Pears
Lawra Rossa Fotibeger
Edwan Penne
Eloida M. Nelson
Corrie Nelson-Montgomery
Michael Oliver
Enterprise Builders Corp.
Mike Oliver
Jennifer Roch
Beverly Parker
Earl Parker, Jr.
Diane Jean Petersen
Gloria Bugno
Patricia Col
Robert Douglass Reidy
Diniz 
Lida Ricci
Pam Schroole
Carol M. Riemen
Nancy & Ed Dover
Patricia Rising
Carole Rist
Bryant Lee Roberson
Barbara Jenkins
Berk Rinkle
Denni Barrontoul-Newhall
Nestass Croom
Lorraine Schall
Beverly & Fray Quentin
John Franklin Shannon
Gene Booth
Judy Cole
Marionier & Gerald Kendrick
Karen Queell McKinnon
William Varnum
James R. “Doe” Shevley
Patty & Bob Tinley
Donalla S. Simms
Judith & Lc Pierre Ballard
Mara Berry
Jimms Brunram
Ann & Dick Deckler
Nancy & Chris Magadan
Nelase & Marvin Moseley
New Mexico Tumor Registry
Lori & John Robb
Sharron Rogers
Duane Smith
Caroline Gupoton
Gisselle Sim
Mary & Paul Bacsa
Sister Mary Elizabeth
Mary & Paul Wadsley
Susan “Susie” Sower
Malcolm & Steven Carpenter
Arthur Spears
Nora Gossage
Ingrid Simmatron
Marc Sullivan
Marla Starnsky
Marc Sutlow
Sherry & Jerry Sutton
Miriam ‘Mimi’ Syska
Peter Syska
Patricia Youngman Taylor
Mary & Adrian Kerridge
Tamy Noelle Thayer
Jean Forest
Carolyn & Dwight Toe
Shephar Rock Toe
Luc Valentine
Stefanie Adams
Victor
Kathie Pickeral
Wayne A. Warner, Sr.
Albuquerque Academy
Morgan B-Israel
Leroy Asstern
Marian Whitfield
Monnie Barr
Will
Kay Sorrell

buy a brick, save a life
If you’ve been touched by a life, two footed or four, we invite you to honor the gifts they bestowed upon you with a permanent monument at our main campus. The center of Harbor Lights Park is filled with beautiful bricks bearing the celebrations and remembrances of love exchanged between people and pets. From wedding gifts to birthday presents, honorariums for best friends to memorials for lost loves, Harbor Lights Park bricks beautifully convey your wishes! Visit AnimalHumaneNM.org online today to order yours.